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                  AbSπaCl

 Although a lesson may seem successM when casually obsewed，it may be a lailure

when psycholinguistic facto脂are considered．This paper comments on a co11ege－level

lesson using role－play；the students were motivated，hardworking and enthusiastic，yet the

underlying Pu11〕ose of the activ吋was not well communicated by the inst11』ctor．ln the

end，though the results were carefully prepared and performed，the students did not

apProach any o｛the Iinguistic or pedagogica1 goals envisioned by the teacher．The

discussion is iniormed by the Vygotskyan notion oピ。rientation to task一’
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                抄     録

 一見成功しているように見えるレッスンでも、心理言語学的な要因を考慮すれば、むし

ろ失敗と考えるべき場合がある。教師が活動の真の目的を学習者に伝えない場合、意欲の

ある熱心な学習者でもその活動をうまく行えない例が見られた。すなわち、その学生たち

は、教師の設定する言語的・教育的な目標に近づくことができなかったことになる。本稿

における議論の基盤となる考え方は、「タスクヘのオリエンテーション」と呼ばれる概念

である。
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    We’ve a11had one＝an active，focused1esson during which the studenおrespond with

enthusiasm to the activity we present to them．“That was a successful lesson，”a casual

visitor might say．But what is success in a language c1ass？This paper investigates why an

apparently successiul lesson in which students created and performed brief role－plays

together was，psycholinguistically speaking，a failure．

    Role－p1ay（herea肚er RP）activities are popular with most language teache帽。The

re船。ns are not surprising：RP has been various1y described as motivating（as Bartley，2002，

says，it is“seli－rewarding”），entertaining and co11aborative．It a11ows leame㎎to“transcend

the experience of memorizing information”（Baれley，2002）and to app1y theoretical

know1edge in simulated practical situations．lt encourages studen値to engage with the L2

freely and creatively，and encourages the exp1oration of options through creative use of

language－RP can provide a rich discou肥e context，auowing practice of language use

beyond the considerations of mere form（e．g、，it can provide a context for pragmatics，or

conversational management）．lt is，some daim，particu1arly good for teaching about L2

cu1ture，and invo1ves emotions as we11as cognition on the part of the leamers，a positive

aspect according to recent humanistic trends in curricu1um design（Kodotchigova，2002）一It

is，above a11，a way of introducing’ordinaW conve㎎ation’（i．e、，peers talking to peers in the

L2）into the teacheトdominated language classroom．ln many ways，RP o耐e帽a solution to

the problem identified by Demo：

       One problem for second1anguage1eamers is limited experience with a

       …i・tyofi・t・…ti・・p…ticesi・th・t・・9・t1・・g・・g・・・・・… fth・g・・1・

       oi second language teaching is to expose1eaI．ne㎎to diHerent discourse

       patterns in different texts and interactions．（2001，P．4）

   Teache帽 turn to RP reasonab1y sure that they are letting the students both enjoy

themselves and get in some solidly grounded1anguage practice．

    1n this paper，1question these assumptions．After an outward－y successIul RP－based

1esson with a c1ass of」apanese college students，l found mysgli wondering whether RP

really encourages exploration of the L2and its pragmatic．options，as Baruey（2002）

enthusiastically daims．When we ask students to participate in RP，what do they actua11y

end up doing？From a Vygotskyan pe帽pective，the answer is unsettling．Rather than use RP

to explore linguistic，cultura1－and interactiona1choices，many‘good’students simp1y

pursue the more common’school’agenda of‘getting to the right answer’as e冊。ient1y as

possible．

    For years l have used my c1assroom activity as an informal laboratoワto investigate

current Vygotskyan notions about language pedagogy．The term’Vygotskyan’covers a

growing body of theoretical work inHuenced over the past40yea帽by research in
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developmenta1psychology，language acquisition，and cognitive science，though Vygotsky

himse1f lived in the ear－y years oHhe20th centuW．Sometimes the terms50cわ。〃伽m’

仇eoα and oαわゴり’肋eoりノ（Lantoli，2000） are used to refer to the recent elaborations of

Vygotsky’s original work．ln the present discussion，the fundamental Vygots吋an notion of

orゴeη刎わηfo‘o∫々is central．This is not a forma1research project．The class described was

non－experimental．lndeed，the students were by eveウ。rdinaW measure high1y motivated

to paれicipate，cooperative，sufiicientiy proHcient in the L2，and apparently comfonab1e

with the task，the imposed time frame，the instmctor，and each other．

Odemta血。11to Ta8k

    A fuH out1ine oi Vygotskyan activity theoW is weu beyond the limits of this paper，but

a few cmcial points are worth introducing－Activity theo収holds that speake㎎use language

to do two thingsl create the world and control the woHd．This means that the activity ol

speaking is not carried out to’transmit’information to a］istener，but to position the sell

successiully in both the material and discursive environments．Because speaking activity is

cmcially tied to the context in which it occu帽，the researcher can fu11y unde帽tand wh戸t

any given utterance means only by considering how it is situated in the social，cultura1and

1inguistic setting oHts production．Thus，a key assumption that mderlies Vygotskyan

interpretation of linguistic behavior is that the obseIvable aspects of an utterance，which

most theories of language acquisition accept unexamined，cannot be taken a〕ace value．

Rather，in order to unde帽tand what a speaker is‘rea11y’doing with language the researcher

must somehow look inside at the intemal structure of the speaker’s activity．

    This砥sumption has many practica1and theoretical consequences．Most relevant to

the present discussion is the fact that teache帽。annot take ior granted that their words，

e．g．，instructions ior a classroom activ吋，mean the‘same thing’to her students as they do

to her－Students wm inte叩ret the task－the directions，the goal，the purpose，the possible

actions needed to accomplish it－in terms of their own experience and understanding．

Thus，whi1e a group of1eamers might appear to be engaged in the same activity，in ract

some of them may be engaged in a task that is in fact quite different from what the teacher

had in mind when issuing the instructions．The di竹erence between teacher and student

know1edge is pa耐icu1arly striking when novice－1evel leamers must cope with the demands

of caWi㎎out an uniamiliar task with limited masteW of a second la㎎uage．What

happened in my’successfu1failure’ol a．class is obvious，from this perspective：l gave

instructions that were su肘icient only in terms of my own extensive experience and

know1edge ol．RP；I did not bother to help the students understand the task as dearly as I

did，and then watched as the instmctions were interpreted in terms of the students’own

understanding of the purpose of the task．
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    Speciiica11y，1iai1ed to take into account the importance of the Vygotskyan notion of

○加η伽わηfoね5点一1n the Vygotskyan view，novices（students）1eam best when an expert

（the teacher）engages with them strategicauy，mediating their involvement in the task

primarily through language．A key strategy typical to the instruction to novices is to give a

rough idea of how the expert herself would approach the task at hand（Lantolf，2000）．This

does not mean that good teaching boils down to modeling and mimicW，though strategic

imitation might be an imponant part or a begimer’s repertoire oHeaming strategies．

Rather．the teacher tries to shift the students from their novice stance一肚。m which the task

might seem overwhelming or at least open to crucial misinterpretation－to seeing some ol

the most useful possible strategies and too1s at their disposal．Orientation is how the

teacheピhooks’the beginning learner into her agenda and her expertise．This abili1y to see

the task，if on1y incompletely，from the experピs point of view－to share her orientation

towards it－is a necessaW fi帽t step in deve1oping masteIy（Lantolf，2000；Roebuck，2000）．

Thus，o比〃αわηrelers to the way a leamer situates himself vis一き一vis a task．Orientation is

not permanent1y Hxed，but establishing it is cmcial to the success oHormal instmction

（Verity，1992）一

    Paれ。f being a leamer，or a novice，is having no idea ol what you don’t know，or how

what you do know re1ates to the overall demands of the task．A teacher’s job can include

helping1eame帽becgme aware of the dimensions of the task，and possib1e solutions to it，

by creating a helpful small picture first（cauedρm’ερ∫’∫in Vygots吋an terms）、For

efficiency’s sake，the c1砥sroom teacher has to create this working set of shared meanings

so that eveワmember oi the c1ass，despite their valying proficiencies，histories，goals，

motives，1eve1s ol engagement，etc。，can‘get’what she is saying early on．Otherwise she

wi11need to teach30individua11essons in eveIy c1砥s．By offering useiully clear and

1imited metacommentaW on the task，she provides a linguistic too1that the students can

appropriate for their own use（Ahmed，1995）．

    Of cou帽e all good teache帽know the importance ol clar吋in instructions．The

diHerence is the cmcia1Vygots吋an recognition that orientation is not translerab1e．Only

engagement with the t砥k i㎏elf，experience，can help the leamer make sense oHhe

instructions．The Vygots吋an instmctor accepts the limitations of language at the ear1y

stages of learning，reaHzing that her words of direction on1y partially represent the

complexity of her expert knowledge．She does not assume that eveIy leamer can make

sense of the words immediately，and is perhaps more wming than a traditional teacher to

spend time recognize that，not because she is a nicer pe帽。n but because she knows how

cmcial it is to m叩y other things can get in the way of initia1understandings．

    Orientation towards the expert stance does not cance1out the inlluence of the

1eame肥’own histories and goaIs．As one researcher in the Vygotskyan paradigm reminds
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us，research subjecおand studen底alike are not passive recipients of information but active

agents and meaning makers（Rgebuck，2000）。Although the teacher’s instmctions may

provide a useful starting Point foI－a cognitive understanding ol the task，they do not

determine student activity．Leame帽also engage in self－positioning vis一き一vis eveW task

（Roebuck，2000）．As suggested above，the result is that a novice may oρρeor to be doing

the teacher－assigned task，but in iact be doing something veW diflerent一（lmpoItantly，this

does not mean that the student throws up his pencil，puts his feet on the desk and fa11s

asIeep．He may continue cooperate in eveW visible way with the instructions．But his true

engagement，as marked by his unde帽tanding of the purpose of the activi｝，血ay be at

anotheHevel entirely一）Why is it important to know whether the student shares at1east to

some extent the teacher’s definition of task？Because if he doesn’t，it may make the next

lesson，or the next task，or the next explanation，incomprehensible to him．The issue of

orientation to task are crucial not because oi student autonomy or lack thereof；rather，

they allow the5hared unde耐anding5－in Vygots吋an terms，the加冠応〃勿ヒαわ柳一that

successiul instruction depends upon．

    Thus，it should not have been surprising to me that my students participated in RP

much as they tended to participate in other classroom tasks：they deHned the task as

having a‘right’answer；they were oriented more towards‘pleasing the teacher’or‘getting a

good mark’than towards‘practicing something diificult in the target language。’They did

not，contraW to what－had hoped，seize the oppoれunity to use RP to explore interesting

options ior pragmatic or interactiona1choices．

    lt is worth noting that Vygotskyan interpretations of leamer engagement often arouse

defensive reactions in teachers：“MY students are cooperative！”“MY students love doing RP

（or whatever task is being discussed critically）！”“MY students always participate in

eveぴhing we do！”The Vygots吋an interpretation does not imply any criticism of1eame帽；

indeed，it assumes that they cannot NOT participate！However，it tries to point out that

what seems to be‘doing RP’on the surface may in fact be’pleasing the teacherHpassing

the time’’fulfilling my role as a cooperative co11ege student’‘desperately tWing to avoid

making a visible mistake in dass／in the L2，etc．’Couege students bring powerfu1

bac㎏romd knowledge and previous experience to our classes．When a teacher assigns

RP，as l did in the dass I am about to describe，unthinkingly，unreHectively and without

due consideration of the importance of creating a shared and useful orientation among

panicipants，the results may be，as they were in my dass，sadly ho11ow．         ．

    Yet，frustratingly，this is not a repoれ。l a‘bad’lesson．The students without exception

responded in a way that would have g1addened any communicative language teacher1s

heart：they paれicipated actively and eagerly，they attempted to fulii11the letter（if not the

spirit）oi the instructions，they performed inside the stated time什ame，and they listened
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with great courtesy and attentiveness to the performances of their classmates－In every way，

except the most crucial one，this lesson was a success．

Sample政。11㎜ge8hom血e Le㏄om

    The unit 1esson focused on conf1ict resoIution as と strategy for discussing and

resolving inte11〕e締。na1conmcts arising from opposing agendas．Students，after reading

through one clear examp1e ot conf1ict resolution，were asked to seek at least a comρmmf∫e

and preferably a物η∫cεηd加g solution to a conflict that they might face in their own lives．

Rather than have them discuss so1utions to the various conmcts proposed in the book，一1

selected one of the conHicts and asked the l l pairs of students to create actuai

conve㎎ationstoillustratetheprocesseachgroupusedtoreム。hitssolution，Aquick

deHnition of the two terms＝a comρ”om’∫εsolution is one which gives each participant

pa肘ial satisfaction，often co，uched in terms oピequa1’or’fair’shares；a、伽η∫ceηd加g

solution is one in which the prob1em is redefined and both pa廿icipants are satisfied ruHy．

i〔n a di肘erent way than originally envisioned．1n the Unit materials，the example is given

of two siste帽who both inherit a beautifu1necklace from their grandmother．There are two

of them，and one necklace；who should have it？A compromise so1ution，in which iaimess

is the ultimate goal，might be to sell the necklace and divide the money exact1y in hali．

This solution retains quantitative equality but comp－etely violates the sentimental value of

the inheritance．The transcending solution given in the Unit is that the siste㎎agree to share

custody of the necklace，altemating their use of it over an agreed－upon fixed time．The

difference between the two solutions is dear－the transcending solution retains the

necklace as a sentimental heir1oom in active use，even though nobody ends up actua皿y

OWning iL

    Clearly，a transcending so－ution demands active thought and active discussidn，since it

is not mechanistically derived from the obvious factors of the prob1em situation．lndeed，

my main reason for choosing a RP approach to this exercise was to enrich the language

practice aspects of the task．ln this yeaト1ong discussion course，we use content－based

materials to suppo血the development of both vocabula収and conversational f1uency．l

hoped the students wou1d use the task to explore the pragmatips of disagreement，

suggestion，acceptance，rejection，satisfaction and other relevant speech acts in Eng1ish．

    The stated conHict was quite simp1e：two friends want to take a graduation trip

．together，but one person wants to go to Hokkaido，the other to Okinawa．How to resolve

the conflict？My interest in the students’linguistic performance was geared most1y to the

interactive nature of the conversation，rather than to specific stmctu1．es or vocabulary．1

was hoping to be ab1e to watch，in real time，the construction of at le㏄t a tentative1y

transcending so1ution．
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    One reason RP works well．is the power｛ul o㎎anizing innuence oi schemas that

speake幅一students，novice，teachers and exper底aiike－bring to every discourse situation

σhome，2003）一RP depends upon students being able to reproduce rea11ife with some

degree of mimetic care．One key iunction of orientation in instruction is to help leame旧

。onnect existing schemas with the new，unfamiliar task．Unsuccess廿ul orientation，such as I

gave，may result in the activation of irrelevant schemas．While l lazily assumed that the

s芋udents would use theiピproblem毛。lving’schemas for the le雫。n，in the end they tended

to draw upon theiピdoing a dass exercise well’schemas instead．

    1n Vygotskyan terms，the‘goal’of an activity is not so much a lixed endpoint砥a

directionalily of movement towards an endpoint－I didn’t expect the students to be able to

reach a transcending solution easily or even necessari1y at a11．Rather，l hoped they would

see the exercise，as1did，as a chance to engage in exploration and experience．From my

pe肥pective，conve㎎ations in which the agreement was NOT reached，but in which the

reasoning towards the agreement was illustrated，would have been high1y uselul as

language practice，interesting to watch，and supportive to the students’emerging notion of

how conflict resolution works－As Kramsch（2000）points out in her discussion of t譜k

orientation and writing，the restrictions of genre （in thi5 case，一。onflict resolving

conve鵬ations）highlight a11the more the impohance of strategic language，content being

highly determined－

    ln most cla鮒。om exercises，however，the‘goar is to arrive at a right answer，which is

often pre－dete干mined．Therefore，in hindsight it should not have surprised me to see that

the student5interpreted the goal oi this task as being both fixed and familiar，i．e．，create a

conve帽ation in English in which a decision about the trip is reached。一did not bother t0

he1p them see the possibilities inherent in the task for exploration and experimentation

with Eng1ish pragmatics．lnstead，1・presented the task早s l might have to a group of

professiona1co11eagues，at a much－too－expert level ior first－year students，and assumed that

they would successiully inier the interactive and strategic complexity ol the task by

generalizing from the necklace examp1e，as l．did．In the end，they－naturally enough－

drew upon their powerfu1，existing schemas ioピgood schoo1activiヴto reshape the t砥k to

fit their own goals．

   The pairs were given25minutes to prepare and practice their exchange．As stated

above，1譜ked them tρpractice having the conve脂ation i㎏elf，rather than talk about the

task or the situation．Each pair then perfomed for the class，the audience membe帽

marking each solution as either compromise or transcending．ln the event，such evaluation

was basica11y impossible，as most of the‘so1utions’were neither，ln general，most pai肥

fu1filled the instructions to the letter：after engaging in a brief English conversatiqn，they

announced a decision to go to one of the two suggested destinations．The loser was
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usuaHy offered a5econd trip next year－Here is aサpica－conve閑ation from the dass in

schematic form（the exchanges were not recorded word－for－word；l noted down the

strategic moves of each speaker）＝

SAMPLE CONVERSATION l：

Speaker H：Leピs go to Hokkaido．

Speaker O：Oh，why？

H：エgives reasons：…oods，snow，beautiiul，coo1weather］

0＝No，1don’t like those things；let’s go to Okinawa．

H：Why？

O：［gives reasons：interesting food，beautilul sea，good water sports］

（Both speake帽think〕

H：Oh，l have a good idea！Leピs go to Hokkaido this year；next year we can go to Okinawa．

O＝Goodidea！

    Note the complete absence of any pragmatic features beyond simple disagreement

and simple agreement；strategic engagement with the task，with each other，or with the

language，is nowhere to be seen．Instead，＝his pair，along with severa1othe帽，chose a

’solution’essentia11y unconnected to either the original conHict or to any circumstances

arising from a thoughtful discussion．lnstead they relied upon an arbitraW decision in one

pe崎。n’s lavor．Adding the embe11ishment ol a second trip，or，as one group did，dividing a

sing1e trip between two destinations does not make the so1ution any better motivated or

coherent．

    Most of the groups displayed this conf1ict－lree s蚊1e oi argumentation．More interesting，

but sti11pragmatically impoverished，were the groups who at least approached the idea of

resolution as a discu脂ive processl

SAMPLE CONVERSAT10N2：
Speaker O＝Let’s go to Okinawa．

Speaker H：Why？

O1［9ivesreasons1

トI：I’ve already been there．I’d like to go to Hokkaido．

0：Why？

H：［9ives reasons］

O：Oh，I have a good idea！Letls go to an exhibition〇三products肚。m Hokkaido and Okinawa．The local

  Depa血ment Store is having an exhibition right now！

H＝Goodidea！Lersgo！

    This conve鵬ation is more origina1，and at least gives a nod to the idea of resoMng t11e

conflict as opposed to erasing it．Stm，it was hard to mark the‘solution’as either

compromise or transcending：were they Scrapping the trip？Or using the exhibition to help

them decide？br going to1ulfill the loser’s need to eat regiona1delicious foods before

heading o肘to the wimer’s choice of destination？l ended up marking it．as transcending，

but more for its dHference from the other conve帽ations than for any sense of the students

have actua11y fulmled the instructions05∫れ。d meoηf fわθm．
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    Most interesting of a”were the few conve帽ations in which the speakers actua11y

extemalized to any degree the reasoning behind the ultimate solution．0ne pair，using

pureiy geographica1reasoning，decided that Disney－and was an acceptable a1temative；1

asked myself－is this an mexamined compromise or a glittering transcendence of the

problem？rm still not sure．

SAMl〕LE CONVERSATION3＝
Speaker O：1want to go to Okinawa．

Speaker H＝Why？

O：【gives reasons：scuba diving，beautifu1ocean，nice weather．］

H：工ditto ditto for Hokkaido］

O＝We”，why donlt we go somewhere in the midd1e？Tokyo，oI somethi㎎？rve a1ways wa皿ted to go to

  Disneyland．

H：DisneyIand！Yes！It1sagoodidea！

O＝Okay，we’11take a graduation trip to Disneyland．

    In only two exchanges dld the speakers seem to share my unde帽tandlng of the task as

a chance to display connict resolution in action；in conversations4and5，the speakers let

the audience foHow the broad outlines oi theiHeasoning．

SAMPLE CONVERSAT10N4：
Speaker H＝Let’s go to Hokkaido．［gives reasons＝sight毛eeing，skiing，coo1weather］

SpeakerO＝No，letls go to Okinawa．［gives reasons：swimmi㎎，wam weather，sigh㎏eeing．food］

H：Why don’＝we go somewhere痂肋e midd1e？lt w洲be cheaper．

O＝Yes！You want to ski，maybe we could go to Niiga胞。r Nagano．

H：Yes．and you can do nice sight－seeing in Nagano．

O1Yes．leピsgotoNagano、

SAMPLE CONVERSATlON5：
Speaker0＝Leポs go to Okinawa．I want to go scuba－diving．

Speaker H：Hmm、『d1ike to go to Hokkaido．

O＝But I want to eat de1icious lish．

H：They have good fish in Hokkaido．And there is a1ot of water there tog．Maybe you can go diving

  there．

O：It’sagoodidea！

      Leav三ng a5ide the implausibi1町。f scuba－diving in the arctic wate帽。f Hokkaid0

being the same pleasant experience as it would be in tropica1Okinawa，at1east in this

exchangeSpeakerHreierstothediscou帽esetupintheconve帽ationbypointingout

some equivalence in the re譜。ns for each destination．Conve肥ations4and5are the only

moments in this RP lesson when the students’performance suggests，however

incompletely，that they somehow share at1east to some extent the instmctor’s goa1for the

leSSOn．

Addi皿g Reheamal to Role・Play

    As Bartley cautions．RP works best when su冊。ient time is devoted to its reaIization

（2002⊃。Rushed，incomp1ete or insu肘iciently－prepared performances ol RP tasks iulfiH few
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oHhe expectations we teachers invest in them．The lesson described above certainly

sufiered，at a psycholinguistic level ii not a socia11eve1，肚。m the instn』ctor’s iailure to

invest enough time in orienting the students to the purposes or the exercise．一n hindsight，it

is easy to see that l should have helped the students exp1oit the25－minute preparation time

by getting them to engage with it more appropriately．

    A1ong－estab1ished tradition in performing arts，one that has received50me but not

extensive psycholinguistic study，is the concept of rehearsa1．Rehea帽al is，by definition，

time given to performe旧to expiore the options of the textαeri蚊，1992，exp1ores in detai1，

from a Vygotskyan perspective，the intemal structure of the rehea描al in its orienting，砥

we11as deve1opmental，functions）一〇ne of the most impoれant fmctions of a rehearsal

period is its orienting function：it is during this period that the performance arises from the

growing，shared collective unde㎎tanding or what the play（the‘task’）means－Not until all

the performe帽are able to see the play from the co11ective viewpoint，at1east in rough

iorm，can they begin to deHne their own tasks in the arena of the rehea帽al－as－activily－

setting．ls there a way of adding rehearsal time to standard RP exercises without tuming

them into play－production exercises？

    Because RP is lypically used as a supplemental activi蚊rather than the core activ吋in

such programs，it is difficu1t to imagine how to set up a RP task that does not place

unrealistic demands upon an already｛rowded schedule．However，a useful approach to a

solution exists in the form of a modified RP style created a1ong Vygotskyan1ines several

yea帽 ago－1n the 1980s，an outline of a scena1．io－based apProach to language teaching，

ca11ed Strategic Interaction（SI）was published（Di Pietr01987）．Although innovative in

many respects，especia11y in its focus on the strategic use oHanguage ior accomplishing

agendas gver a simplistic linguistic focus，perhaps the most transiomative aspect of the

apProach is his incorporation of a rehearsal phase into the canonica11esson－Briefly，using

a role－play exercise as Di Pietro envisions it means aHording students a fully－realized

co11aborative rehea脂al period during which groups can not only amass useiul hnguistic

expressions and outline their strategic apProach to solving the given conflict，but each

member of the group can bene趾肘。m the group activity to gain a more useful orientation

towards the role－play task itself．

    For reade帽unfami1iar with the basic structure of the Sl lesson，a schematic

description of how the lesson described above might be presented fo11ows－The canonical

SI lesson has three phases，the collaborative，9roup－based‘rehea㎎a11phase；the interactive

‘performance’phase；and the teacher－led’debrieling’phase．

㎜珊EARSAL

1． The class is divided into sma11working groups of4－5students each。
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2－ Each group is given oηe ol the ro1es to prepare，either the pro－O or the pro－H role．

    The role card gives only a basic instmction：“Prepare to pe鵬uade your friend that

    going to［O］（or［H］）would make a great graduation trip．”（Some SHeache肥

    never use such ba陪bones roles，and always add a potentially complicating

    factor，such挑‘Your father comes from Okinawa，and therefore he will pay for

    the who1e trip il you and your friend decide to go to Okinawa．，）Roies in Si are

    usually not given prescribed outcomes，to keep the strategic choices as open譜

    possib1e，but Di Pietro did not mle out using a simple scenario，such as the one

    under discussion，especially for students new to the methodology．

3． The groups do not know who the other ro1e in the sketch wi11 be，or what her

    own agenda will be，except that she is a friend－Working co11aborative1y，the

    membe胴。f each group prepare possibly usefu11anguage stmctures and strategic

    moves that might help them accomplish their goaL The groups do not interact，so

    each ro1e－group must tW to predict possible arguments and obstac1es that might

    arise，a job made harder because they do not know what the other speaker’s goal

    iS．

H≡lRFORMANC1≡：

4． The focus oi SI is co11aborative preparation and collaborative performance．

    Therefore，though each role－group chooses a single performer to represent the

    ro1e during the performance phase，the periormer is auowed to consult with her

    group at any time lor linguistic or strategic help．Thus，if the other speaker throws

    out an unexpected conve帽ation move，the speaker is not left entirely to her own，

    possibly insu肘icient devices，but has the ’social cognition’of the g1．oup to lall

    back upon．

5． Since there are two or three groups preparing each ohhe pro－O and pro－H ro1es，

    the sketch is periormed severa1times，with performe帽from various groups．Since

    the iocus in the final stage of the lesson is on unpacking the language and

   strategies ol the group，the‘surprise’factor of1earning that the other person has

    an equally strong desire to go to a difierent destination becomes secondaW．

    Students begin  to  reaHze  that 1anguage． especiauy  discussion， dialogue，

    compromise and problem毛。lving language，is complex and unpredictab1e．

DEBRII≡lHNG

6． After each performance，the dass is‘debrieled’on the content and structure of

    the conversation they have just watched；the linguistic choices，including

    important errb帽，are gone over，and，especially in a pe帽uasive exercise such as
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this，a good dea1of attention is iocused on the strategic moves of each speaker：

how did she tW to shape the discussion to reach her goal or seek a new，shared，

unpredictab1e．transcending solution to this inte叩e肥。nal di1emma？

  The SI method iniuses role－p1ay with a degree oi spontanei蚊 and

unpredictabili蚊that is othen〃ise d冊icult to incoIporaヰe into a c1assroom exercise．

Doing an Sl scenario usually makes it clear that the‘tidy’solution is not the best

one；by emphasizing the pragmatic demands oi the task（through the separation

of the roles and the retention of secret’agendas），Sl helps the teacher orient

leame帽towards iulfilling．the task in interesting ways．The vely structure of the

RP，in that the speaker does not know exactly what the other ro－e－player wants，

encourages even reticent or1ow－level students to step ofl the pre－detemined track

of simple and unexamined agreement，especiaHy since the suppohive rehea帽al

group can always toss a suggestion into the performance arena．

  This approach to creating and perfoming ro1e－plays is the only one I am aware

of that recognizes the importance of orientation and task delinition for leame帽

who are tワing to cope with the linguistic，pragmatic，cross－cultwal and pe帽。nal

demands needed to simu1ate an‘ordinaヴ。onversation．Exploring the utility of

Strategic lnteraction ior the content－based curriculum referred to above is beyond

the scope of this discussion，but it is useful to remember that there are existing

ways oi bolstering the psycholinguistic engagement of even our apparently most

engaged students．
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